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Butch Cassidy
Presents an account of the life, times, and crimes of
the legendary outlaw

The Cowboy in Country Music
1881—Special Agent Gillian Hamilton is a magic
caster with the Federal Bureau of Magic and Steam.
He’s sent to Shallow Grave, Arizona, to arrest a
madman engineer known as Tinkerer, who’s
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responsible for blowing up half of Baltimore. Gillian
has handled some of the worst criminals in the
Bureau’s history, so this assignment shouldn’t be a
problem. But even he’s taken aback by a run-in with
the country’s most infamous outlaw, Gunner the
Deadly. Gunner is also stalking Shallow Grave in
search of Tinkerer, who will stop at nothing to take
control of the town’s silver mines. Neither Gillian nor
Gunner are willing to let Tinkerer hurt more innocent
people, so they agree to a very temporary
partnership. If facing illegal magic, Gatling gun
contraptions, and a wild engineer in America’s frontier
wasn’t enough trouble for a city boy, Gillian must also
come to terms with the reality that he’s rather fond of
his partner. But even if they live through this
adventure, Gillian fears there’s no chance for love
between a special agent and outlaw. Based on the
short story, "Gunner the Deadly." Entirely revised,
newly expanded, and Book One in the exciting new
steampunk series, Magic & Steam.

They Went Thataway
Zach Adams is one of the best detectives in the
country. Nicknamed Cowboy, he’s a soft-spoken
homicide detective known for his integrity and
courage under fire. He serves on a federal task force
that has a single mission: to hunt down Dominic
Abend, a European gangster who has taken over the
American underworld.After a brutal murder gives
them a lead, Zach and his tough guy NYPD partner
Martin Goulart are finally on Abend’s trail. But things
get complicated — and very, very weird. Goulart’s onPage 2/28
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the-job enemies are accusing him of corruption. And
Zach is beginning to suspect that Abend’s evil goes
beyond crime—perhaps to the edge of the
supernatural. As his investigation continues in
Germany, Zach finds himself lured into the
impossible. In a centuries-old forest under a full
moon, a beast assaults him, cursing him forever. In
the aftermath, Zach is transformed into something
horrible —something deadly.Now, the good cop has
innocent blood on his hands. He has killed—and will
kill again—in the form of a beast who can’t be
controlled or stopped. Before he can free himself, he’s
going to have to solve the greatest mystery of all:
How can you defeat evil when the evil is inside you?

Sold on You
This fast-paced sequel to Smuggler's Blues is a
harrowing and at times comical journey through the
criminal justice system at the height of America's War
on Plants. Captured in the lobby of the Sheraton
Senator Hotel at LAX following a fifteen-year run
smuggling marijuana and hashish as part of the hippie
mafia, Richard Stratton began a new journey. Kingpin
tells the story of the eight years that followed,
through two federal trials and the underworld of the
federal prison system, at a time when it was
undergoing unprecedented expansion due to the War
on Drugs. Stratton was shipped by bus from LA' s
notorious Glass House to jails and prisons across the
country, a softening process known as diesel therapy.
Resisting pressure to falsely implicate his friend and
mentor, Norman Mailer, he was convicted in his
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second trial under the kingpin statute and sentenced
to twenty-five years without the possibility of parole.
While doing time in prisons from Manhattan's Criminal
Hilton to rural Pennsylvania, Virginia, Kentucky, and
New York, he witnessed brutality as well as
camaraderie, rampant trafficking of contraband, and
crimes by both guards and convicts. He first learned
the lessons of survival. Then he learned to prevail,
becoming a jailhouse lawyer and winning the reversal
of his kingpin sentence and eventual release. Kingpin
includes cameos by Norman Mailer and Muhammad
Ali, and an account of the author's friendship with
mafia don Joe Stassi, a legendary hitman from the
early days of the mob who knew gangsters Meyer
Lansky, Bugsy Siegel, and Abe Zwillman and has
insights into the killing of Dutch Schultz and the
Kennedy assassination Kingpin is the second volume
in Richard Stratton's trilogy, Remembrance of the War
on Plants.

Heartland
As four Phoenix couples prepare to tie the knot,
excitement and anticipation escalates. Sexual tension
crackles the air as straight boys become curious and
new lovers venture into uncharted territory.The
unconditional love the phoenix couples have found in
each other is a blessed gift. Out of sadness, pain, and
despair, their family has truly risen from the ashes. As
the grooms make their heartfelt vows, friends and
family contemplate their own--in some cases,
precarious--relationships and future with the ones
they love, and a compassionate pastor connects with
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a confused young manwhile outside, those who don't
understand that all love is beautiful and precious,
protest the union of the Phoenix men.Includes all 6
mini-books:BOOK 1 - Bachelor PartyBOOK 2 - Be Our
GuestBOOK 3 - Best Man BOOK 4 - Love and
HonorBOOK 5 - To Have and To HoldBOOK 5 - I Thee
WedBONUS - A Night to Remember (Phoenix Wedding
Night)*Contain explicit M/M sex scenes and stong
language. 18+ readers only.

Caleb
Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe,
North America and Australia been so radically
revamped in the last three decades, converting urban
decay into new chic? Will the process continue in the
twenty-first century or has it ended? What does this
mean for the people who live there? Can they do
anything about it? This book challenges conventional
wisdom, which holds gentrification to be the simple
outcome of new middle-class tastes and a demand for
urban living. It reveals gentrification as part of a much
larger shift in the political economy and culture of the
late twentieth century. Documenting in gritty detail
the conflicts that gentrification brings to the new
urban 'frontiers', the author explores the
interconnections of urban policy, patterns of
investment, eviction, and homelessness. The failure
of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s
financial boom have made the end-of-the-century city
a darker and more dangerous place. Public policy and
the private market are conspiring against minorities,
working people, the poor, and the homeless as never
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before. In the emerging revanchist city, gentrification
has become part of this policy of revenge.

The Innocents Abroad
Blood Aces
In the waning days of Indian Territory, the multiracial, teenaged Rufus Buck Gang embarked on a
vicious, childish, and deadly 13-day rampage that
shocked even this lawless place. His goal was to take
back Indian lands. Based on the true story, this is a
tale of how real-life figures "Hanging Judge" Isaac C.
Parker, notorious half-black, half-Indian outlaw
Cherokee Bill, one-quarter Cherokee "gentlemen
bandit" Henry Starr, relative of the notorious Belle
Starr, and the worst of them all, half-black, half Indian
Rufus Buck, collided during the summer of 1895. In
lawless Indian Territory the end of an era approached.
The U.S. government continued to co-opt Indian land
for settlement. Judge Isaac C. Parker's judicial tyranny
over 74,000 square miles of Indian Territory was
coming to an end. Against this background, the
teenaged Rufus Buck Gang embarked on their mad
quest to reclaim Indian lands from US settlement.
Rufus is guided by a sense of religious mission, by
heavenly visions made manifest in the form of the
extraordinary, 13 year-old Theodosia Swain. With his
angel to guide him, he sets out to do the impossible
with a missionary's zeal, a child's anticipation, and a
grown man's violence. In "I Dreamt I Was in Heaven,"
famous, historical figures dance with fictional
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characters to create a turn-of-the-century tapestry of
violence and innocence, love and betrayal, butchery
and grace--mirroring and chafing against the
backdrop of a burgeoning United States, and a
disappearing American West.

Werewolf Cop
Famous for its revolutionary aspects in musical,
political, sexual identity and consumerist ideas, punk
rock also has its lesser-known gangster ethos as well,
explained here by players in the various punk gangs.
The Los Angeles, Orange County, and South Bay punk
scenes, populated by blue collar kids who responded
to the violence and aggression of punk songs and
shows. A number of them formed punk gangs that got
into beatings, drug dealing and murder. Among them,
no gang was more notorious than La Mirada Punks, or
LMP. Says LMP chieftain Frank the Shank after getting
arrested by police for murder: "After having my hands
in so much bloodshed over the years, I most certainly
had it coming. I deserved whatever I got."
Unexpectedly Frank was bailed out from prison by his
father's friend, a mob gangster. "Too many people
died at the hands of punk rock violence," said Frank.
"I got lucky, some didn't. As an ultra-violent punk rock
gangster, I admit my part in ruining the scene. L.A.
punk was a magical moment of youth expression like
no other. And the gangs ruined punk rock. I still have
people telling me today that they quit punk because
of LMP. I dig graves at a small cemetery just outside
Los Angeles. What else would you expect for Frank
the Shank?" Cover illustration by the renowned
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Raymond Pettibon.

Disco's OutMurder's In!
Always Running
A former L.A. gang member describes his experiences
in that world, recounting the sense of security and
power found in a gang and the grim reality of violence
and poverty

The Gangster We Are All Looking For
Benny Binion was one of the revered figures in the
history of gambling. Using once secret government
documents this book shows how Binion helped shape
modern Las Vegas.

IRON COWBOY
The true story of super-criminal Jon Roberts, star of
the documentary Cocaine Cowboys. American
Desperado is Roberts’ no-holds-barred account of
being born into Mafia royalty, witnessing his first
murder at the age of seven, becoming a hunterassassin in Vietnam, returning to New York to
become--at age 22--one of the city’s leading nightclub
impresarios, then journeying to Miami where in a few
short years he would rise to become the Medellin
Cartel’s most effective smuggler. But that’s just half
the tale. The roster of Roberts’ friends and
acquaintances reads like a Who’s Who of the latter
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half of the 20th century and includes everyone from
Jimi Hendrix, Richard Pryor, and O.J. Simpson to Carlo
Gambino, Meyer Lansky, and Manuel Noriega. Nothing
if not colorful, Roberts surrounded himself with
beautiful women, drove his souped-up street car at a
top speed of 180 miles per hour, shared his bed with
a 200-pound cougar, and employed a 6”6”
professional wrestler called “The Thing” as his
bodyguard. Ultimately, Roberts became so powerful
that he attracted the attention of the Republican
Party’s leadership, was wooed by them, and even was
co-opted by the CIA for which he carried out its secret
agenda. Scrupulously documented and relentlessly
propulsive, this collaboration between a bloodhound
journalist and one of the most audacious criminals
ever is like no other crime book you’ve ever read.

Revisions of the American Adam
Officer Filomena Buscarela has traded in her uniform
for the many joys and trials of being a single parent,
but her passion for justice burns as hot as ever in this
second installment of the critically acclaimed mystery
series set in 1980s New York City. When the owner of
Filomena’s neighborhood bodega is murdered and
falls into the overcrowded category of just another
“ethnic” crime that will probably go unsolved and
unavenged, she doesn’t need much prodding from
the dead man’s grieving sister to step in. Secretly
partnered with a rookie cop, she hits the Washington
Heights streets to smoke out the trigger-happy punks
who callously ended an innocent life. In a town big
enough to hold every kind of criminal, crackpot, liar,
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and thief, from ruthless gangsters to corporate
executives drunk on greed and power, Filomena
tracks a killer through the city’s danger zones. This is
dark, humorous storytelling that also offers a recap of
the social and economic horrors wrought by the
Reagan era.

Tall, Dark, and Gruesome
This series of biographical profiles shines a spotlight
on that special place “Where the West meets the
Guitar.” From Gene Autry and Roy Rogers to
contemporary artists like Michael Murphy, Red
Steagall, Don Edwards and Riders in the Sky, many
entertainers have performed music of the West, a
genre separate from mainstream country music and
yet an important part of the country music heritage.
Once called “Country and Western,” it is now
described as “Country or Western.” Though much has
been written about “Country,” very little has been
written about “Western”—until now. Featured are a
number of photos of the top stars in Western music,
past and present. Also included is an extensive
bibliography of works related to the Western music
field.

Libra
This book is based on an expert group meeting
entitled 'Male Roles and Masculinities in the
Perspective of a Culture of Peace', which was
organised by UNESCO in Oslo, Norway in 1997, the
first international discussion of the connections
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between men and masculinity and peace and war.
The group consisted of researchers, activists, policy
makers and administrators and the aim of the
meeting was to formulate practical suggestions for
change. Chapters in the book consist of both regional
case studies and social science research on the
connections of traditional masculinity and patriarchy
to violence and peace building. The Culture of Peace
initiatives in this book show how violence is
ineffective, and the book contests the views in the
socialisation of boy-children that aggressiveness,
violence and force are an acceptable means of
expression.

Male Roles, Masculinities and Violence
Multiple award-winner Loren D. Estleman has
produced a major biographical novel on the infamous
Mobster known as Scarface, rigorously researched
and deftly nuanced to offer an intimate portrait of the
gangster whose terrible crimes and larger-than-life
persona have both fascinated and appalled the world
for nearly a century; whose legacy is still widely
debated; and whose brutally ambitious career in the
Mafia continues to inspire filmmakers and writers to
plumb its excesses and its contradictions. In 1944,
after Al Capone has been released from prison, J.
Edgar Hoover assigns an FBI junior agent to insinuate
himself into Capone's life and gain his trust so that
Hoover can nail as many of Capone's Mob
confederates as possible. Capone, suffering from the
neurological effects of syphilis, is alternately lucid, full
of the passion and energy that fueled his rise to the
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pinnacle of American crimeand rambling or ranting,
the broken shell of a man released from prison so he
could die at home with his family. With the superb
narrative gifts honed in dozens of novels, Estleman
has captured the essence of this American icon as
never before. With subtly nuanced portrayals of those
in Capone's circle—his underrated wife Mae Capone,
members of the Chicago Outfit including the deadly
Frank Nitti—as well as his nemesis, J. Edgar Hoover,
Hoover's secretary Helen Gandy and others, The
Confessions of Al Capone is a major literary
achievement. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Kingpin
This acclaimed novel reveals the life of a Vietnamese
family in America through the knowing eyes of a child
finding her place and voice in a new country. In 1978
six refugees—a girl, her father, and four “uncles”—are
pulled from the sea to begin a new life in San Diego.
In the child’s imagination, the world is transmuted
into an unearthly realm: she sees everything
intensely, hears the distress calls of inanimate
objects, and waits for her mother to join her. But life
loses none of its strangeness when the family is
reunited. As the girl grows, her matter-of-fact
innocence eddies increasingly around opaque and
ghostly traumas: the cataclysm that engulfed her
homeland, the memory of a brother who drowned
and, most inescapable, her father’s hopeless rage.
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Farewell, Cowboy
Sara, who works in a bookstore, is interested in Jared
Cameron, one of her customers. A handsome man
who has just moved to town, he’s not the type to be
open with others. But there is something sweet in his
attitude that only Sara can see, and she quickly falls
in love with him. One day he is escorting Sara home
from a party when meaningful conversation and a kiss
ignite their passions. Sara is swept away by the
romance of it all, but the night that began so sweetly
will soon become terribly cruel.

Soft Money
*A continuation of The Phoenix Club series."I don't
know if my story is truly that powerful, as to light the
path for another soul. Will others who read this view
my boys and I in a positive light, feel the love and
beauty of what we have shared, sense the
unbreakable bond of our "family"or will we be cast
aside as the dredge of society, written off as
unwelcome scars that marred the face of this world. I
suppose that remains to be seen. But now, as before,
it doesn't matter. We know who we are to each other,
what we would do for one another; there is no
limit.We are friends.We are lovers.We are family.And
this is our love story."*Contains explicit M/M sex
scenes and strong language. 18+ readers only.

Ed Leffingwell's Little Joe by Harold Gray
19-year-old Abel Sims – hot, sexy stripper – is a
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favorite at the gay strip club The Phoenix. Having no
family but his 16-year-old sister, Savannah, and
coming from the streets – The Phoenix club has
become his home, the other boys his close-knit
family. Abel doesn't trust the outside world and is
content to remain within his safe haven. But when an
overzealous customer sends Abel to the ER, he meets
young, handsome Dr. Devlin Grant. The instant
attraction he feels for the man stirs up the nightmares
of his past, causing him to resist his new feelings. But
when Savannah gets sick and ends up in Devlin's
care, it becomes impossible to avoid the doctor. And
just when his heart is ready to trust this new found
love – Abel is confronted with a disturbing fact about
the doctor that reaches deep into the past he has
been hiding and running away from. ABEL is an
emotionally charged, sexy, heart-wrenching love story
that will break your heart, then put it back together
again.

Unridden
The Phoenix Wedding: Complete Volume
When country boys meet a city girl, everyone is in for
a wild ride. Slade Bower and Mustang Jackson are
living the high life on the professional bull-riding
circuit. The prize money is big, the bulls are rank and
the women are willing. But something is missing . . .
Romance writer Jenna Block's agent thinks a cowboy
book will jumpstart her career. A born New Yorker,
Jenna doesn't do cowboys. Not on paper and definitely
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not in real life. Luckily for her there are two cowboys
ready, willing and able to take her out of her comfort
zone in every way that counts . . . and some ways she
hadn't counted on.

The Phoenix Chronicles (3-Book Trilogy)
A study that introduces, conceptualises, and
examines the American Adam and American Psycho
paradigms while focussing on the inter-relations
between the two figures.

Private Invitation: a Phoenix Club / Boys
of Porn Crossover Novella
“Speedy, exhilarating, and smooth. Nobody does it
better.” —Washington Post “The man knows how to
grab you—and Pronto is one of the best grabbers in
years.” —Entertainment Weekly Fans of U.S. Marshal
Raylan Givens of the hit TV series Justified are in for a
major treat. The unstoppable manhunter with the
very itchy trigger finger stars in Pronto, a crime fiction
gem from the one and only Elmore Leonard, “the
greatest crime writer of our time, perhaps ever” (New
York Times Book Review). The Grand Master justifies
the overwhelming acclaim he has received over the
course of his remarkable career with an electrifying
thriller that sends the indomitable Raylan racing to
Italy on the trail of a fugitive bookie who’s hiding from
the vengeful Miami mob. The legendary Leonard,
whom the Seattle Times lauds as the “King Daddy of
crime writers,” proves that all comparisons to
American noir icons John D. MacDonald, Dashiell
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Hammett, and James M. Cain are well deserved with
this tale of very dirty doings and extremely dangerous
men coming together in the birthplace of Puccini,
Garibaldi, and La Cosa Nostra.

28 Boys
XanderIf I had to describe Sean Bailey, it would be: a
surly, temperamental pain in my ass. Never in that
equation would I ever include the word boyfriend-and
not just because he's straight. The older brother of my
life-long best friend, Sean is a detective for the
Chicago PD, and is also known as Detective "Dick" for
beingwell, a surly, temperamental pain in everyone's
ass. He also happens to be the best they have, which
is why I find myself on his doorstep the night my life is
threatened by an anonymous stalker. I only wanted
the name of a bodyguard; I didn't expect for Sean to
volunteer for the job. Now, not only do I have a
bodyguard, I also have a fake boyfriend. SeanIt must
be so hard to be Alexander Thorne, the number one
prime-time news anchor in the country, with millions
of dollars and a car that costs more than my house. I
mean, I'm allowed to give him a hard time about it,
but when some creep decides to cross the line and go
after him, they're gonna have to answer to me.Going
undercover has never been an issue in the past, so I
don't see why there'd be a problem now. Xander and I
have known each other for years, so this should be a
breeze. Except suddenly my stomach's flipping when
he looks my way, and my body comes alive whenever
he brushes by me. I know I'm good at my job and
playing a character and all, but this is getting out of
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hand. I can't be sure that either of us are playing
anymore.*********Inside Affair is book one of the
Prime Time series and is not a standalone. Book two,
Breaking News, will release 7.27.20, followed by the
final book, Headlines, on 9.28.20.

The Innocent: a Cowboy Gangster Novel
One woman. Five personalities. Private investigator IQ
is back to piece together a Newport Beach murder
with an eyewitness who gives "people person" a
whole new meaning. Christiana is the daughter of the
biggest arms dealer on the West Coast, Angus Byrne.
She's also the sole witness and number one suspect
in the murder of her boyfriend, found dead in her
Newport Beach boutique. Isaiah Quintabe is coerced
into taking the case to prove her innocence. If he
can't, Angus will harm the brilliant PI's new girlfriend,
ending her career. The catch: Christiana has multiple
personalities. Among them, a naïve, beautiful
shopkeeper, an obnoxious drummer in a rock band,
and a wanton seductress. Isaiah's dilemma: no one
personality saw the entire incident. To find out what
really happened the night of the murder, Isaiah must
piece together clues from each of the personalities . .
. before the cops close in on him.

The Elusive Purple Gang
Charlee Burke is stuck on a deserted country road,
just as a dangerous winter snowstorm begins to churn
above her. With the storm coming, the closest person
she knows she can call is the all-too-sexy-for-his-ownPage 17/28
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good Ace McBride—the last person on earth she
wants to call. When Charlee’s name pops up on his
phone, Ace is pleased, but surprised. As much as he
teases her, and as mad as she gets at him, he figures
she’s got to be pretty desperate. Sure enough, she’s
in need of rescuing, and he’s happy to be her white
knight. He’s always had a thing for Charlee, but he
knows her history. He plans to show her he’s a man
who can be trusted, and she can count on him. But
her heart’s been shielded a long time. Charlee’s been
afraid of relationships since a man ran a con on her to
get to her inheritance. He ripped apart her life, and
she doesn’t believe she’ll ever be able to fully trust
her instincts after that terrible experience. With the
storm coming in fast and hard, Charlee’s cabin is the
closest shelter, but the weather report says the storm
will last for several days. She’s not sure she can
survive being trapped in such close quarters with Ace
for that long. Alone. Ace is determined to win her
heart. Charlee is determined to never go down that
path again.

Ride, Cowboy, Ride!
Rich in local color and sentiment, this story follows
Dada, who returns to her home town on the Adriatic
coast in order to unravel the mystery of her brother
Daniel's death. Daniel, although young, smart, and
popular, threw himself under a train in mysterious
circumstances a few years earlier. In her search for
clues, Dada meets an array of eccentric characters
and succumbs to the charms of the young gigolo
Angelo, who is a part of a film crew shooting a
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Western on the nearby "prairie." Slowly and painfully
she discovers all there is to know about her brother's
death, and how Angelo was caught up in it. In her
debut novel, Savicevic transposes the genre of a
traditional Western drama onto the contemporary
world, challenging the heroes of childhood and
questioning what constitutes heroism today. Her
shabby seaside hometown provides the perfect
backdrop for this tale of loss and redemption, redolent
of transient glamour and unrealized small-town
dreams.

Hi Five
When Clint and the boys "clean house" after
discovering a small dangerous operation of child sex
traffickers, they find themselves pulled into a
nightmare of unparalleled proportions where children
are nothing but "merchandise" and the depth of
depravity and abuse beyond human
comprehension.*Contains strong violence and
language, and explicit M/M sex scenes. 18+ readers
only.

I Dreamt I Was in Heaven - The Rampage
of the Rufus Buck Gang
Read the best of Little Joe, from the creator of Little
Orphan Annie, who took over this Western comic
strip! With the untimely death of his cousin and fellow
cartoonist, Ed Leffingwell, Harold Gray took the reins
of this seminal Western comic strip. He created a
combination of dark adventure, as seen in his Little
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Orphan Annie, and a modern-West version of "family
life" comics like Gasoline Alley. This book presents the
best of the Little Joe comic strip from 1937 to 1942,
with violence, humor and warmth in a low-key style
that could only be told in art and story by a master,
Harold Gray. Sunday Press Books is a specialty
publishing house best known for its restoration of
classic American comic strips, reprinted as gorgeous
hardcover editions in the original size and colors. The
brainchild of Peter Maresca, Sunday Press has
rekindled our collective fascination with such beloved
features as Little Nemo in Slumberland, Krazy Kat,
Thimble Theatre, and more. These collections have
received dozens of salutations and awards, including
a stream of seventeen Will Eisner Comic Industry
Award nominations for thirteen years running.

Pronto
"Read this man's book." --James Ellroy A harrowing,
edge-of-your-seat narrative of murder and secrets,
revenge and heroism in the City of Angels—the real
events behind the blockbuster Warner Brothers film
starring Sean Penn, Josh Brolin, Ryan Gosling and
Emma Stone. GANGSTER SQUAD chronicles the true
story of the secretive police unit that waged an
anything-goes war to drive Mickey Cohen and other
hoodlums from Los Angeles after WWII. In 1946, the
LAPD launched the Gangster Squad with eight men
who met covertly on street corners and slept with
Tommy guns under their beds. But for two cops, all
that mattered was nailing the strutting gangster
Mickey Cohen. Sgt. Jack O'Mara was a square-jawed
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church usher, Sgt. Jerry Wooters a cynical maverick.
About all they had in common was their obsession. So
O'Mara set a trap to prove Mickey was a killer. And
Wooters formed an alliance with Mickey's budding
rival, Jack "The Enforcer" Whalen. Two cops -- two
hoodlums. Their fates collided in the closing days of
the 1950s, when late one night "The Enforcer"
confronted Mickey and his crew. The aftermath would
shake both LA's mob and police department, and
signal the end of a defining era in the city's history.
Warner Brothers developed the film Gangster Squad
based on the research award-winning journalist Paul
Lieberman conducted for this book, which reveals the
unbelievable true stories behind the film. He spent
more than a decade tracking down and interviewing
surviving members of the real police unit as well as
families and associates of the mobsters they pursued.
Gangster Squad is a tour-de-force narrative
reminiscent of LA Confidential.

Abel
DIVThis hilarious new novel by America’s best-selling
cowboy poet, Baxter Black, offers a funny, fast-paced
inside look at the lives of rodeo cowboys and the
women the love--or that they want to love./div

Gangster Squad
"Two sizzling worlds are about to collide."When
Gideon's Angels - renowned porn stars - show up at
the Phoenix Club, the sexual heat is explosive from
both sides.Ricky - the Angels' #1 fan - decides who
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better to be the star guests at his and the boys' porn
party than the sexy porn stars themselves. The
Angels go one better and invite the Phoenix boys
back to Chicago to host the party on their own home
turf where all inhibitions are left at the door and
nothing is taboo.*Contains multiple explicit M/M sex
scenes and sexual situations. Strong language. 18+
readers only.

The Confessions of Al Capone
From the author of White Noise (winner of the
National Book Award) and Zero K In this powerful,
eerily convincing fictional speculation on the
assassination of John F. Kennedy, Don DeLillo
chronicles Lee Harvey Oswald's odyssey from
troubled teenager to a man of precarious stability
who imagines himself an agent of history. When
"history" presents itself in the form of two disgruntled
CIA operatives who decide that an unsuccessful
attempt on the life of the president will galvanize the
nation against communism, the scales are irrevocably
tipped. A gripping, masterful blend of fact and fiction,
alive with meticulously portrayed characters both real
and created, Libra is a grave, haunting, and brilliant
examination of an event that has become an indelible
part of the American psyche. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

G.A.B.O.S.
The Elusive Purple Gang: Detroit's Kosher Nostra is a
concise history of one of America's most notorious
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Prohibition gangs. The Burnstein brothers and their
associates were the only Jewish gang in the United
States to dominate the rackets of a major American
city. From their meteoric rise to the top of Detroit's
underworld to their ultimate demise, this is an
episodic account of the Purple Gang's corrosive
pursuit of power and wealth and their inevitable
plunge towards self-destruction.

The New Urban Frontier
Damn, its been a long time coming. But its finally
here, Pokey said to no one in particular, as the day
arrived for him to be released from the prison that
held him hostage against his own will for the last
eighteen months, day by day, as he walked out the
open gates. He was blinded by the bright sun.
Reaching up to cover his eyes, he heard a horn
blowing. Looking around for the sound of the horn, he
spotted his mothers beat-up Honda. As he watched
his mother get out of the car and slowly walk toward
him, Pokey had one thing in mind. Man, I gotta make
sum Major Doe, he was thinking, as his mother
reached out and gave him a hug. Thanks, Mom. Glad I
didnt have to ride that stank-ass bus all the way
home, he told his mother, who just smiled as she
turned around and made her way back to the car,
with Pokey on her heels. I dont know what you coming
on this side for, his mother said, pushing him over to
the drivers side. You driving, she said. I gotta get
some beauty sleep, she said, sliding in the car. On the
ride home, it was quiet, with Pokey in his own
thoughts. As he was listening to his mother snore
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lightly, he promised, Momma, Imma make shit
happen. Being in prison, Pokey learned a lot, but he
also learned that if you want something bad enough,
you gotta go get it. With that in mind and the words
Old School used to tell him all the time. Young blood,
you gotta be ruthless in the game of life. Sometimes
you will be forced to bite the hands that feed you, so
always keep in mind game aint based on sympathy. If
a motherfucker wanna get in your way, dont hesitate
to roll over them, and leave them where they lay. As
he was in deep thought, his mother brought him back
to the here and now. So, boy, now that you free, what
you gonna do to stay free? his mother asked, turning
in her seat to face him. Whatever I gotta do, Pokey
said, keeping it real. So you gonna get a job? his
mother asked. Never, Mom. You know me. I aint
working no nine-to-five for no minimum wage so that
working shit is dead, he said. While driving, as he
looked out the corner of his eye, he saw his mother
shake her head, as she closed her eyes and stopped
talking. But he went back to thinking. Damn shit
crazy, when ya own momma trying to keep you down,
she on some get a job shit, but Imma live and die in
the streets. As he pulled up in the projects, where
they stayed, he noticed nothing has changed, but
changes were about to take place, if he had
something to do with it. My thing is, to be paid and
get my game sharper than a motherfucking razor
blade. As he pulled up and parked, he said, Ma, we
here. Waking up, all his mother did was look at him,
then exit the car. As Pokey watched his mother enter
the house, he said, This the shit Im talking about, a
nigga been gone eighteen months, leave with nothing
and come home with nothing, so its time I make
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something. Looking around, shaking his head at all
the dirty buildings that held this project together, his
last thought was, Now I gotta get some soldiers on my
team and make this picture come to life, as he looked
around one more time before walking into the house.
He mumbled, GABOS, this time around, thats how its
gonna be. Niggaz showed no love, they receive none.
With that being said, he walked into the house ready
to take a nice long shower before he could formulate
his next move, not forgetting his next move better be
his best move cause GABOS.

The Engineer
What do you do when the right love finds you at the
wrong time? At age 17, Caleb Dean's world is ripped
apart in a matter of minutes, tragedy striking sudden
and violent. Now, four years later, Caleb is still trying
to undo what he deems to be his fault. Taking work
wherever he can get it, Caleb finds his way to New
York and The Phoenix Club. Stunning the crowd with
his debut performance, Caleb quickly catches the eye
of Brock Coulson, an aggressive defense attorney with
a secret lust for young male strippers. With his
brother incarcerated from an unjust sentence and the
victim of brutality behind those walls, Caleb will do go
to any lengths to get his brother out of prison. But his
plans to negotiate with Coulson get interrupted when
Caleb meets Samuel. He knows not to get too close,
but Samuel is a whirlwind of passion, sweeping him
off his feet and refusing to let him go.

Inside Affair
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*Finalist for the National Book Award* *Finalist for the
Kirkus Prize* *Instant New York Times Bestseller*
*Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR, New York
Post, BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness, Bustle, and
Publishers Weekly* An essential read for our times: an
eye-opening memoir of working-class poverty in
America that will deepen our understanding of the
ways in which class shapes our country and “a deeply
humane memoir that crackles with clarifying
insight”.* Sarah Smarsh was born a fifth generation
Kansas wheat farmer on her paternal side, and the
product of generations of teen mothers on her
maternal side. Through her experiences growing up
on a farm thirty miles west of Wichita, we are given a
unique and essential look into the lives of poor and
working class Americans living in the heartland.
During Sarah’s turbulent childhood in Kansas in the
1980s and 1990s, she enjoyed the freedom of a
country childhood, but observed the painful
challenges of the poverty around her; untreated
medical conditions for lack of insurance or consistent
care, unsafe job conditions, abusive relationships, and
limited resources and information that would provide
for the upward mobility that is the American Dream.
By telling the story of her life and the lives of the
people she loves with clarity and precision but without
judgement, Smarsh challenges us to look more
closely at the class divide in our country. Beautifully
written, in a distinctive voice, Heartland combines
personal narrative with powerful analysis and cultural
commentary, challenging the myths about people
thought to be less because they earn less. “Heartland
is one of a growing number of important
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works—including Matthew Desmond’s Evicted and
Amy Goldstein’s Janesville—that together merit their
own section in nonfiction aisles across the country:
America’s postindustrial declineSmarsh shows how
the false promise of the ‘American dream’ was used
to subjugate the poor. It’s a powerful mantra” *(The
New York Times Book Review).

American Desperado
Underneath these gang tattoos beats a heart three
times a year. I'm a slow puncture death, a murderer,
a rapist, and a number. I killed my best friend. Death
doesn't stalk me, it walks ahead of me by twentyeight paces. I went home after I sold my soul to the
devils. I thought life would begin, I was a free man,
instead within days the bullets fly and my last hope
dies with the slain. There is nothing left to live for in
this world. I belong to the 28s, I'll always belong to
the 28s. The woman across the road judges me, she
hates me, and takes every opportunity to let me know
it. Yet, somehow, when grief etched our names down
in the book of the dead, we dared be bold enough to
find love. I'm not a good man, and I'm not pretty. I
come from the Cape Flats where my life was reduced
to a prison cell number. In all this ugliness I found
beauty, innocence, and forgiveness. I can't forgive
myself for the crimes I've committed, but I'll die trying
to earn hers. In a world where nothing matters, she
does.
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